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Global (English)


	

Argentina (Español)


	

Australia (English)


	

Bahrain (English)


	

Brazil (Português)


	

Bulgaria (English)


	

Canada (English)


	

Chile (Español)


	

China (简体中文)


	

Colombia (Español)


	

Egypt (English)


	

France (Français)


	

Germany (Deutsch)


	

Hong Kong S.A.R., China (English)


	

India (English)


	

India PCC


	

Italy (Italiano)


	

Japan (日本語)


	

Kuwait (English)


	

Mexico (Español)


	

The Netherlands (English)


	

Oman (English)


	

Peru (Español)


	

Qatar (English)


	

Saudi Arabia (English)


	

Singapore (English)


	

South Africa (English)


	

Switzerland (English)


	

United Arab Emirates (English)


	

United Kingdom (English)


	

United States (English)


	

Venezuela (Español)
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Artificial Intelligence


	

Cloud


	

Customer Experience


	

Cybersecurity


	

Data and Analytics


	

Data Privacy


	

Digital Transformation


	

Employee Experience


	

Finance Transformation


	

Internal Audit


	

Managed Solutions


	

Operations
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Sarbanes-Oxley


	

Sustainability


	

Technology


	

Transaction Services
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Asset & Wealth Management


	

Banking & Capital Markets
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Construction & Infrastructure


	

Education


	

Government
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Non-Profit


	

Oil, Gas & Resources
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Power, Utilities & Renewables
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Retail


	

Technology, Media & Telecommunications


	

Transportation & Logistics
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Learn more about working at Protiviti.








	

Experienced Hires


	

Students & Graduates




	

Meet Our People


	

Making An Impact


	

Your Well-Being
































































Global business consulting for a dynamic world




Learn More























Protiviti is a global business consulting firm that delivers deep expertise, objective insights, a tailored approach and unparalleled collaboration.

Who We Are
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Artificial Intelligence Services

Unlock business insights through evidence-based analytics





Artificial Intelligence (AI) is changing the way we do business. Across all industries organisations are adopting AI to improve processes and drive new business opportunities.


Learn more
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GENERATIONS

Unlocking the productivity potential of a multigenerational workforce





Protiviti is proud to be partnering with The Inclusion Initiative at the London School of Economics on a three-year study.


Read more
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Board Perspectives — Issue 172

The top risks 10 years out: Global risks are persistent





This issue of Board Perspectives discusses the disruptive risk landscape over the next 10 years, as noted in our 12th annual Top Risks Survey report.


Learn more
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Boost Financial Performance: Automation & Emerging Tech in Account Reconciliation

Accurate financial information is the backbone of good business decisions. Considering economic volatility and changing strategic priorities, executives need timely access to reliable financial data. The financial close process is the basis of...
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Executive Perspectives on Top Risks for 2024 and 2034

The 12th annual Top Risks Survey report highlights top-of-mind issues for directors and executives around the globe over the next year - 2024 - and a decade later – 2034.
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How data sovereignty and data localisation impact your privacy programmes

The concepts of data sovereignty and data localisation stem from a desire to keep data within a country’s borders for greater control. While the broad strokes of various privacy laws may be consistent across jurisdictions, governments will dictate...
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The Director’s Playbook for Generative AI

The big picture: So much has been written about generative AI (GenAI), it seems like a constant buzz inspiring both wonder and fear. But the value proposition is alluring. After witnessing OpenAI’s ChatGPT in action, Bill Gates said, “I knew I had...
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Success With Generative AI Requires Balancing Risk With Reward

When ChatGPT launched in November 2022, it took just two months to garner a record 100 million users and capture broad market attention. Business leaders are eager to realize the enormous potential that ChatGPT as well as other generative AI models...
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2023 Global Finance Trends Survey

Explore Protiviti’s 2023 global finance trends survey with expert opinions, financial forecasts, and financial risk assessments. Download the full report.
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2024: Global Sanctions Outlook for Financial Institutions

KYC took on added significance in the sanctions world in 2023. No, not Know Your Customer, though that certainly remains important. Know Your Cargo became a new mantra for sanctions practitioners and there is every indication it will continue to be...
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Working at Protiviti




Bringing Your Whole Self to Work. 



Learn about how at Protiviti, we come together to share diverse ideas and experiences, grow professionally and personally, and collaborate to create a better future for our people, our clients and the communities in which we live and work.




Join us
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Protiviti Drives Governance over Chemical Safety in Apparel

Widely regarded as one of the pioneer architects responsible for elevating the local apparel industry, our client has over the past 50+ years grown vertically and laterally. More recently the footprint has extended to the wider South Asian region...
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Lab Equipment Utilisation Review for a Pharma-Life Sciences Client

With over two decades of industry experience, our client is a renowned Research & Development (R&D) and manufacturing partner in the global life sciences sector. Operating as a service-oriented entity, the client specialises in contract...
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Multinational Consumer Products Company Modernises FP&A Globally with SAP Analytics Cloud

This U.S.-based client is a multi-national consumer products company that has been in business for more than 150 years and now has more than 40,000 employees in 80 countries around the globe.
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Solving Legacy Accounting Challenges With Automation and Process Improvements

Protiviti partnered with clients to implement best-of-breed digital solutions to automate financial close processes, along with process improvements and data governance and controls solutions to resolve the issues. Change management to support...
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Manufacturer Optimises Supply Chain Analytics With Azure Machine Learning

Global Manufacturer optimizes supply chain analytics with Microsoft Azure Machine Learning significantly improving its ability to adapt to rapid changes in both processes and cost analyses.
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Organisational Changes Drive Seamless Transformation of Back-Office Processes to Propel Business Strategy

Protiviti partnered with leading technology company to assess, redesign, and standardise procurement, accounting, and finance functions. The company’s overall goal was to eliminate manual and disparate back-office processes to create capacity for...
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Protiviti India Member Private Limited is the India Member Firm of the global network of Protiviti firms, a group of independent consulting firms helping companies solve problems in finance, technology, operations, governance, risk and internal audit.  Protiviti Member Firms are separate and independent legal entities, are not agents of other firms in the Protiviti network, and have no authority to obligate or bind other firms in the Protiviti network.
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